
Wayfarer Cruising Event August 1 6h 2003

Calshot -- Bembridge (Isle of Wight)

Three wayfarer skippers and crews organized by Trevor Errington from Haversham
Sailing Club, gathered at the Calshot Activity Centre to enjoy a sailing cruise from
Calshot to Bembridge, situated on the Isle of Wight.

Passage-planning in relation to the tide tables was decided by Trevor, to ensure that we
sailed on the most favourable tide at all times., with special attention to the fact that we
should not miss the Calshot breakfast, which supplies the energies for the physical
demands of the day ahead!

Trevor had carefully planned the route and supplied all, with charts of the proposed
route and the time of departure between 9 - 9.1 5am, which enabled us to sail with the tide
to Bembridge and return on the flood tide for maximum speed and assistance at all times.

Saturday morning Trevor checked with the Coastguard for the predicted weather
conditions, wind speed and direction, to establish the safety of the intended cruise.
The weather had been very sunny with light winds, but on Friday evening a drop of
temperature and cloud formation indicated a change and the possibility of
cancellation was a thought - not again I thought M! - it happened the last time a trip
was planned - however, safety first must be the policy of good seamanship.

The forecast was a wind speed of 4-5 easing in the aftemoon. The maximum for us to
embark on the cruise as the wind was only gusting to force 6 locally and easing in the
afternoon - the cruise was on. Trevor carefully gave compass directions and the bouys
to observe and an explanation that the water would be "choppy" with white tops to the
waves, as it was wind against tide.

All hands prepared the boats for sailing - packing the food supplies, compass, G.P.S.
(global position system) with the course way points entered, telephone, flares, dry bags,
and all the boat equipmeht laced down for obvious reasons. We all agreed that a storm jib
and reef in the mainsail was necessary to start with, with the larger Genoa lashed in
place, should the wind drop and we needed more canvas area.

We set off from the slipway at 9.45am after informing the Coastguard that three
wayfarers had left Calshot on a course to sail to Bembridge and would report upon
arrival. Having raised the sails a few minutes were spent ensuring all rigging was tidy
and securdly fastened before we traveled too far into the Channel.
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The course we embarked on see map and planned route. The first tack over towards
Solent Breezes was achieved and then we changed course for Bembridge where we

encountered a N.E wind, with waves caused by the wind against tide situation. The spray
from the waves was heavy at times with the crew taking most of the water, thus
protecting the skipper. .-Ater about an hour, it was suggested by Trevor that a change of
skipper was needed to share the thrills of the spray, Ray had missed for so long??? Did
he miss the spray or rely on the back up crew ? - he had to pump out the water in the boat
which meant sitting done,under the incoming spray - a move he was never allowed to
forget for the rest of the weekend. I was allowed to hold the hose and fend off the spray
of course?

The wind and water were warm and every exhilarating when they pounded into one's
face and waterproof clothing - all very exciting! The watery ride was second to the thrill
watching the coastline of Calshot disappear on the horizon with the panoramic views of
the Isle of Wight getting closer by the minute. Gazing at the coastline was second to the
crews duty to scan the sea passage for ferries, hovercrafl, cruise ships, container vessels,,
small motor and sailing craft of all sizes, checking buoys, and plotting them on the G.P.S.
Life was busy but thrilling to be fighting the waves and heading towards our planned
destination. The Ragged Man (Wayfarer) coped well with the conditions and the thought
of Frank Dye sailing his Wayfarer to Norway across the North sea gave me confidence
that the boat would cope with these conditions with ease.

We knew that Bembridge was situated round the point visible from Calshot and could
identify it's position from a series of port and starboard buoys and a land mark -a tall
white wall which was almost opposite the entrance of the harbour. The first departing
wayfarers sailed back to join us to enter the harbour. Thus the three boats sailed in under
the guidance of Trevor who possess great knowledge of the coastline and his experience
is well respected.

The channel was very narrow and needed to be carefully observed to ensure we did not
encounter the sand banks which had been exposed at low tide. The tide was approaching
high water and ideal for entry. We sailed in and anchored the three boats on the beach.
Jubilant skippers and crews left the boats after dropping the sails and putting the anchor
securely in the sand. Trevor wisely advised that one person should be close by to watch
the boats and adjust the moorings from time to time, to ensure that when we decided to
embark on the homeward journey, the boat were within reach? The time of arrival was
12.1Opm. We informed the coastguard of our position and time of expected departure for
the return journey.

We unloaded the refreshmhents, removed wet clothing for drying on the sand, made a.
comfort visit, and then enjoyed the welcome food Margaret had prepared for us. Food
just tasted so good by the water, when hungry after such a physical journey. We
planned the stay to coincide with high tide amid return to Calshot after the turn of the tide,
thus sailing with the tide 'again, but not wind against. A leisurely lunch was enjoyed in
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the tranquilly of Bembridge harbour. The shoreline was quiet with a cafe' R.Y.A. sailing
school centre, and many boats moored on buoys within the harbour area.

Having had a lovely lunch and sharing tales of our crossing, we prepared for the return
sail back to Calshot, leaving around 2 o'clock. Two boats took the outward route as they
were expecting to experience gibing situations which they did not want. However Trevor
planned the direct route back to Calshot using the tower of the Fawley Oil Refinery as a
guide marker. Ray at the helm changed direction if gibing appeared a possibility and
returned on course once the wind changed again. The wayfarer, a stable craft on the sea,
gave me confidence to observe the scenery from time to time, between my surveillance of
the sea route we planned. The G.P.S. indicated that we were traveling a constant 8 knots
with a high of 10 knots from a tidal wave push.! Trevor suggested 2 knots of that was the
tide pushing the boat over the wind speed which should change when we entered the
Solent nearer Calshot - which it did - different tides? The outward journey averaged 4
knots most of the time as it was a wind against tide situation.

As a small craft we respected all other craft at all times, as the speed and direction can
change without warning. 1 Some boats indicate their intentions or presence by the use of
flags, shapes and audible sounds. I was able to observe nearing Calshot a pilot vessel
guiding a huge container ship from the Southampton Docks using the deep water
channel out to sea.

We arrived back at 4.30pm, within minutes of the other two wayfarers although our
course was different. We did not increase our sail area as the boat handled well under
reduced sail in these conditions , after all we were cruising - not racing. This was
Interesting as the other craft increased their sails area and gained very little more time on
us. Once securely on the launching trailer, Trevor reported to the coastguard that we had
all returned to Calshot and ihanked them for their recording of our cruise. Had we met
trouble and needed their assistance Trevor explained they would have had background
knowledge of our trip and position at all times. We then packed away the boat leaving
the sails in the boat to air and dry if possible.

Weary, ready for the showers and a.change of clothing to meet round the dining table
over a hot meal of Brewer's Fayre to share sailing tales of today and yesterdays. A strong
feeling of mission accomplished was in the air - not as Trevor commented about the
motor powered skippers -- Any fool can drive a motor boat and they mostly are ? The
recall and sharing of the tales took nearly the same length of time as the trip it's self - say
no more!

Calshot - cherio - till the next visit - look forward to Salcombe for the next estuary sail on
the south coast in September.

Wendy Turner - "First Wayfarer Sea Cruise"
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